We fabricated nanometer-size pyramids with three {211} -facet sides (nanopyramids) on blunt W tip and observed their atomic structures by field ion microscopy (FIM). The blunt W tip was preliminary subjected to remolding treatment in order to sharpen its end. Owing to the atomic resolution of FIM, we found that the {211} and {110} planes faceted markedly as a result of the remolding treatment and clearly detected the neighboring {211} and {110} planes were separated by a monoatomic chain along the ⟨111⟩ direction. In addition, the (111) plane was raised and narrowed owing to the faceting of the three surrounding {211} planes. Dimension of the narrowed (111) plane was about 3 nm. By using the surface of the remolded-tip end as a substrate, we grew the nanopyramid by depositing Pd atoms and elevating the sample temperature to 1000 K. The FIM observation indicated typical signs for the nanopyramid growth such as markedly-faceted {211} planes, monoatomic linear chains for the pyramid ridge, and extremely narrow top of the pyramid. In this study, the top was the third layer of the ideal nanopyramid counting from the top. Along with previous field emission data [E. Rokuta, T. Nakagawa, H. Murata, S. Fujita, H. Shimoyama, and C. Oshima, Jpn. J. Appl. Phys. 50, 115001 (2011).], the remolding treatment was proven to be useful for the nanopyramid growth on the blunt end of the W tip.
I. INTRODUCTION
Much attention has been devoted to extremely narrow electron sources which are able to generate electron beams with high brightness and high spatial coherency. Noblemetal-covered W nanopyramids with three sides of the {211} faces are supposed to be one of the most potential candidates for such electron sources [1, 2] . Since they possess self-repairing and demountable functions [3] , longlife and stable operation is certainly expected for practical application.
Main procedures for producing the nanopyramid consists of only two straightforward steps, that is, to cover the W tip with thin layers of noble metals and to anneal the noble-metal-covered tip at 1000 K. Neither elaborate apparatus nor highly technical skills are necessary, which also distinguishes the present method from those previously reported [4] [5] [6] [7] . Although the process of the nanopyramid production is thus facile, there seems to be a requisite condition for successful growth of the nanopyramids. It is a use of an ultra-sharp W tip for the substrate, but not a blunt one. Previously, we attempted to grow the nanopyramids on an originally blunt W tip by supportively sharpen its end via so-called remolding treatment, which is a sort of thermal-field treatments, and observed field-emitted electron beams with narrow spread of about ±3 • and stepwise fluctuations in the stability characteristics of the field emission current [8] . These findings were an indirect implication of formation of the nanopyramids. In this study, we represent FIM patterns of these nanopyramids, analyze the atomic structures in
II. EXPERIMENTAL
All the experiments were undertaken in an UHV chamber with a base pressure of 1×10 −8 Pa. The UHV chamber was equipped with a Bayard-Alpert ionization gauge, a palladium source in the form of Pd coil wire that was resistively heated during evaporation, a field-emissionmicroscopy (FEM) and field-ion-microscopy (FIM) setup consisting of a field emitter, an exreactor elecreode, a chevlon-type MCP with a conducting fluorescent screen, and a cryostat and a helium gas source for the FIM observation. The substrate W tip was prepared by sharpening a poly-crystalline W wire via electrochemically polishing in 2N KOH solution. The sharpened tips were introduced in the UHV chamber, degassed, and finally cleaned by means of field evaporation. Typical FIM appearance of the polycrystalline W tip was confirmed. In order to make the sharp tip blunt, the tip was heated at 2000 K. The remolding treatment was undertaken by elevating the tip temperature and by simultaneously applying negative voltages to the extractor electrode while grounding the tip. In this study, 2000 K and 4.0 kV were used as a combination of the remolding temperature and voltage that appropriately lead to a formation of so-called "{211}-faceted end", which is a protruded end produced by marked faceting of three {211} planes around the centered (111) plane [8] . We grew the nanopyramids on this {211}-faceted end by using typical procedures described elsewhere [3] . All the measurements and observations were carried out at 70 K.
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III. RESULTS

A. Fabrication of nanopyramid on blunt tip
At the beginning, we demonstrate what sort of structural changes take place when we use a blunt W tip as a substrate for the nanopyramid. Regarding the atomic structure of the nanopyramid, two kinds of stacking sequences are present although one of them was less frequently seen [9, 10] , in other words, metastable. Atomic structure of the nanopyramid regarded as thermodynamically stable is schematically shown in Fig. 1(a) . The nanopyramid structure is characterized by three sides of {211} facets separated by monoatomic chains along the ⟨311⟩ directions, a single atom situated in the apex site, and a stacking sequence with one, three, ten and so on from the apex. Figure 1(b) is an FIM pattern of the W tip blunted by heating at 2000 K. In Fig. 1(b) , center of the apparent feature with three-fold symmetry corresponds to a (111) plane and three equivalent {211} facets are discernable as a bright circular arc. Parallel atomic chains along ⟨311⟩ directions are also seen between the neighboring {211} facets. The present features are not always in agreement with those exhibited by the usual clean tungsten thermal equilibrium shape [11, 12] . They are rather quite analogous to FIM patterns revealed by Szczepkwowicz et al. [13] , who investigated faceting of conventional W tip induced by Pd coverage and found that the similar ⟨311⟩-directed lines appeared on the an-
) ) )* * * nealed tip without any Pd coverage. In an FIM pattern taken after the Pd deposition [ Fig. 1(c) ], bright spots attributable to Pd atoms were merely added to the preceding FIM one. Coverage was not unambiguous, but estimated to be approximately monolayer from a change in slopes of the Fowler-Nordheim plots [8] . Then, the Pddeposited tip was annealed at 1000 K, which yielded the nanopyramid growth for the ultrasharp end. As shown in Fig. 1(d) , however, bright linear protrusions between the neighboring {211} facets were not a monoatomic chain. And neither was the top of the pyramid a typical termination of the nanopyramid such as a single atom, trimer, or decamer. Although the result shown above is just one example, it is an appropriate representation that demonstrates the difficulty in the nanopyramid growth on the blunt end. Figure 2 represents the way how the FIM image of the W tip changed as the remolding voltage increased. It also includes some depictions which specify the indexes of the observed planes. Notice that the FIM images from Fig. 2(a) to 2(d) were centered at the (110) plane, while those after Fig. 2(e) at the (111) plane. Owing to first treatment of elevating the tip temperature at 1500 K without giving any remolding voltages, typical facets of the bcc metal, i.e. low-index planes like {110}, {100}, {211}, and {310} was observed, as shown in Fig. 2(a) . As a result, boundaries between the neighboring facets were ridged and marked in the FIM image. To the contrary, the 111 planes were then obscure. The next remolding treatment using low remolding temperature T R and low remolding voltage V R did not yield essential changes, as shown in Fig. 2(c) . As T R increased to 1900 K, however, clear structural changes occurred. For the condition of T R = 1900 K and V R = 1.5 kV ( Fig. 2(d) ), the tip bias for imaging was approximately as twice as that for the preceding treatments at 1500 K. As the remolding voltage increased to V R = 2.5 kV, the FIM image was markedly changed (Fig. 2(e) ). The current combination of T R and V R presented a typical FEM of so-called "{211}-wedged" end, which was in accordance with the previous study [8] . In this FIM image, we found that the {211}, {110}, and {100} planes faceted and that the neighboring {211} and {110} facets were separated by linear monoatomic chain along the ⟨111⟩ direction. This FIM image exhibited a regular and reproducible geometry, which was an implication that the present arrangement was an equilibrium crystal shape representing anisotropy of surface tension [14] . Owing to the considerable faceting of the {211} and {110} planes, the (111) plane was protruded. Observing an on-screen region corresponding to the protruded (111) plane in Fig. 2(e) , we found that linear atomic chains along the ⟨110⟩ directions formed concentric triangles. The tip bias for imaging fairly decreased from the preceding ones. Both the specific FIM patterns and the significant reduction in the FIM-imaging biases were consistent with the experimental facts reported in the previous FEM study [8] .
B. FIM of the remolded W tip
When V R increased to 3.0 kV, as shown in Fig. 2(g) , we observed a tiny triangular protrusion called the "{211}faceted" end that had been regarded as the sharpest end under all the conditions examined for the remolding treatment. It is also important to notice that the FIM bias decreased even further. By carefully field evaporating the constituent atoms of the triangular protrusions from the top, we found that this nanoprotrusion consisted of about three stacking layers. Assuming the separation between the neighboring field-ion-beam spots located in a side of the triangle corresponds to the distance between the nearest neighbor atoms situated in the ⟨110⟩ chain, that is, 4.47Å ( Fig. 1(a) ), dimension of the nanoprotrusion is about 3 nm. As the nanoprotrusion was removed, the substrate FIM pattern appeared and was found to be analogous to that of the {211}-wedged one. Careful observation, however, reminds us that they are different in the following two respects. First, magnification of Fig. 2(h) was higher than that of Fig. 2(e) , because the interatomic spacing of Fig. 2(h) was wider than that of Fig. 2(e) . Qualitatively speaking, the magnifications are estimated to be 1.4×10 6 and 1.8×10 6 for Figs. 2(e) and 2(h), respectively. Second, regarding number of the atoms which constituted the monoatomic-chain boundary between the neighboring {211} and {110} facets, the number seen in Fig. 2(e) is larger than that seen in Fig. 2(h) . Based on the experimental facts observed on the {211}-wedged and {211}-faceted ends, we are able to suppose a model schematically shown in Fig. 3 , in which the atomic structures of the two ends are proposed. As implied by the model, when V R increased from 2.5 kV to 3.0 kV, the atoms located lowly on the {211} facets moved upward to the (111) face and the central (111) face was upraised. The resulting structure accompanying the protrusion and the sharpening of the end is supposed to be qualitatively spontaneous based on the recent theoretical model [15] . In the model, when the tip is subjected to electric fields, the end structure changes so that electric charges accumulated at the surfaces increase as much as possible under constant voltage to reduce the thermodynamic Helmholtz free energy, in other words, the system consisting of the tip (i.e., cathode) and the counter electrode (anode) favors a structural change which increases the electrostatic energy as well as reduces the Gibbs free energy. Also from the view point of the kinetics, the model of Fig. 3 is plausible. On the {211} facets, there are one dimensional channels along which the W adatoms are able to easily move while crossing the potential barriers with relatively low energy height of 0.76±0.07 eV [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] .
When V R increased further to 3.5 kV, the state of the W tip changed into so-called "over-remolded" end, which was induced as a result of an excessive remolding treat-
